Watford, UK, 12 January 2018 – AV technology pioneer Peerless-AV® will be exhibiting a range of brand new product innovations and concepts at ISE 2018, Hall 12, Stand F90. These include:

**KIPC35XX(-S)-EUK Ultra-Slim Indoor Portrait Kiosks**

Supporting the latest 40”-55” LED displays and interactive touch screen panels up to 88mm (3.5”) deep, the new KIPC3 models have an ultra-slim design, allowing for the ultimate placement flexibility in any indoor application setting. Rear doors with combination locks provide direct access to parts requiring maintenance with no threat of lost keys or unwanted tampering. Two thermostat controlled fans quietly exhaust heat from inside the kiosk and internal micro-adjustments allow for quick positioning of display within the kiosk window for flush alignment. With a flat base that can be free standing or bolted to the ground, the kiosk allows for electric and data cable access, making it easy to install and maintain. A KIPC3555 55” Indoor Kiosk will be shown for the first time on the Peerless-AV stand at ISE.

**PJR250 Large Venue Projector Mount**

Engineered to speed up and simplify the installation and alignment of heavy, large venue projectors, the new PJR250 has a robust, low-profile, pre-assembled design and supports a maximum weight capacity of 113.4kg. The mount can be ceiling or flush mounted, is UL listed to ensure a safe and confident install and, for a second level of assurance, a safety cable is included. The Hook-and-Hang™ feature allows heavy projectors to be installed easily, and dedicated adaptor plates for all the major heavy-duty projector brands place the centre of gravity in the middle of the mount to reduce sag and simplify adjustments. The tilt (+15/-5°), roll (±5°) and swivel (360°) features are all lockable to prevent even the smallest shift to the image.

**DS-VW775-QR Supreme Full-Service Video Wall Mount with Quick Release**

With the addition of tool-less lateral micro-adjustment, the DS-VW775-QR offers 38mm (1.5”) of fine tune adjustment on each of the X, Y and Z axis. Serviceability is easier than ever before with the gentle force press to release mechanism, providing quick and convenient access to a
recessed display. Reusable spacers can be used for both portrait and landscape applications resulting in a faster and lower cost install. 25 percent lighter in comparison to previous Peerless-AV video wall mounts, the DS-VW775-QR is easier for one person to handle and position alone, especially when combined with the easy hang adaptor plate.

Register for ISE 2018 for free via using Peerless-AV's unique invitation code: 705303
https://registration.n200.com/survey/3srg0gfwtuwz9

For more information on the full range of Peerless-AV mounts and solutions visit www.peerless-av.com

Follow the latest Peerless-AV news and updates on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and blog.
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**About Peerless-AV**

**Driving Technology Through Innovation**

For over 75 years, passion and innovation continue to drive Peerless-AV forward. We proudly design and manufacture the highest quality products, ranging from outdoor displays to complete kiosk solutions, digital signage mounts to wireless systems. Whether a full-scale global deployment or custom project, Peerless-AV develops meaningful relationships and delivers world-class service. In partnership with Peerless-AV, you are trusting an award-winning team of experts who will support your business every step of the way. For more information, visit www.peerless-av.com.
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